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ABSTRACT: Globally, 90% of large infrastructure projects report cost overruns of 20 to 50% for linear structures. 
Uncertainties in ground conditions are the most common reason for overruns and delays. Intrusive geotechnical soil in-
vestigations are too costly and time consuming to provide seamless coverage. Geophysical methods can fill data gaps 
quickly but these data can be difficult to interpret. We translate complicated geophysical models into useful engineering 
parameters by using machine learning-based interpretation that accounts for geotechnical information. In this paper, we 
illustrate the applicability of airborne geo-scanning for mapping sensitive clay. We first derive bedrock topography com-
bining geophysical 3D-models with sparse bedrock elevation data from drillings. We then combine geophysics with ge-
otechnical soundings and samples to map sensitive clay in 3D. We evaluate this method using randomized cross-valida-
tion, varying the number of training data used. Results indicate that while the predictions are imperfect, even with sparse 
input data, they can give early indications of where the presence of sensitive clay can be either ruled out, confirmed, or 
deemed uncertain. These insights can be useful for planning more efficient follow up site investigations, reducing overall 
risk, time and cost of a project.  
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1. Introduction 

Geological risk is frequently identified as a key factor 
leading to significant schedule delays and cost overruns 
in large scale infrastructure projects like roads, railways, 
and tunnels [1]. In the early stages of planning, finding a 
suitable corridor or area to build in is critical. Large areas 
have to be covered to be able to see and compare the risk 
of choosing between surface constructions on deep, soft 
sediments along one route, or tunnels along another 
route. Conventional geotechnical ground investigation 
techniques are too costly and time intensive to provide 
full coverage over relatively large areas of interest.  

Airborne geo-scanning is an emerging technology that 
can mitigate the geological uncertainty of these areas, 
and it can give engineers the tool needed to make the right 
choices at an early stage in big infrastructure projects. 
Cost overruns in mega-projects have been found to reach 
20-50% of the original budgeted project costs [2], 
making well-informed, early-phase choices crucial. 
Airborne geo-scanning makes use of a well-established 
near-surface geophysical technique:  airborne 
electromagnetics (AEM). This method rapidly provides a 
seamless overview of the geophysical properties within 
an area. Geotechnical applications of the method have 
included mapping depth to bedrock [3], mapping of 
sensitive clay [4] identifying major weakness zones in 
rock [5] and supporting contaminated mass management 
[6]. 

In the past, significant labor had to be invested to 
manually or semi-automatically interpret geophysical 
models into usable geotechnical parameters [8]. 
Recently, we have developed machine-learning-based 

methods that integrate the acquired geophysical model 
with sparse geotechnical soil investigations into a unified 
ground model [8]. Thus far, these efforts have focused on 
automatically detecting a single continuous interface, 
notably the bedrock-sediment interface [9] or base of peat 
[10]. 

For this study, we focus on sensitive glaciomarine 
clay, otherwise known as quick clay. In high latitudes, 
quick clay poses a unique challenge as major ground 
improvement methods are required for constructions in 
such regions. In Norway, clay is usually defined as quick 
at a remoulded shear strength of less than 0.5 kPa and as 
brittle when under 2.0 kPa. (Note that quick clay is a 
subset of brittle material; all quick clay is brittle, but not 
all brittle clay is quick.) Glaciomarine clay turns into 
quick clay after extensive pore water leaching by 
groundwater and rain-water, thus salinity is a common 
indicator for the probability of clay to be quick. Extensive 
studies on samples from sites in Norway have shown the 
relationship between geophysical properties (resistivity), 
salinity and remoulded shear strength [11]. 

In this paper, we present a new machine-learning-
based workflow for estimating the probability of quick 
clay using airborne geoscanning. Using large field 
dataset from a past road-planning project, we evaluate 
performance of the new method and assess its utility for 
future projects.  

2. Field data 

Our field data comes from a proposed expansion 
project for the E16 highway. Extensive field 
investigations began in late 2012 along a 30-km segment 



 

of highway in Nes municipality, approximately 60 km 
northeast of Oslo (Fig. 1).  

This area has post-glacial geomorphology that is 
typical for the eastern Norwegian lowlands. Large 
expanses of glaciomarine clay occur along the planned 
road alignment (very low electrical resistivity), some 
sections of which are quick (low resistivity). To a lesser 
extent, exposed bedrock (high electrical resistivity), 
moraines (high resistivity), and glaciofluvial deposits 
(medium resistivity) are also found. Bedrock here is 
largely comprised of metamorphic rock types, with some 
igneous rocks present in the northeastern corner of the 
survey area. 

 
Fig. 1: Overview map of the project area. 

2.1. Airborne electromagnetic data 

In January 2013, 178 line-km of AEM data were 
aquired both along the planned road alignment and on 
additional grids at two river crossings (Vorma to the 
west, and Uåa to the east). In these surveys, a helicopter 
towed equipment 30 m above the ground (Fig. 2), 
specifically the SkyTEM 302 system [12]. This system 
measures electromagnetic induction effects between 
itself and the ground, a response that is dependent on the 
electrical resistivity of the uppermost few hundred meters 
of the ground.  

The geophysical models that we interpret come from 
processed AEM survey data. First, data exhibiting noise 
and coupling effects were removed. Next, we used 
inversion modelling to produce a 3D resistivity model. 
Specificially, we performed spatially constrained 
inversion with the specialised software, Aarhus 
Workbench. The resulting 3D resistivity model, a portion 
of which is shown in Fig. 3, has a vertical resolution 
ranging from meters close to the surface to tens of meters 
at larger depths. The lateral resolution is roughly 50 to 
150 meters [13]. 

2.2. Geotechnical data 

Over 1300 geotechnical soundings were performed 
over several several years along the planned road 
alignment. Only 1105 had some measurement of depth to 
bedrock. Of these, 98 of these were total soundings which 
drilled at least 3 m into rock to confirm that the material 
was bedrock and not hard moraine or a glacial erratic. 
The remaining 1007 holes were rotary pressure 
soundings that reached a hard layer that was assumed to 
be bedrock.  

In total, 1387 rotary pressure soundings were 
performed at 1379 locations. Most of these were used to 
investigate clay properties, with a focus on locating quick 
or brittle clay. Of these, 762 were within 75 m of an AEM 
measurement point. The drill rigs used drill rods that 
were 2 m long, meaning that the feed force measured 
decreases suddenly as a new stem is added (Fig. 4A). 
Between the drill stem changes, the small scale trend can 
differ from the large-scale trends (Fig. 4B). Occasionally, 
an unusually large drop in feed force occurs at a drill rod 
change. (Fig. 4C).  

A large number of soil samples were also taken. A 
total of 1980 lab measurements of remolded shear 
strength were made at different depths in 88 different 
drilling locations. Over 99% of these samples where in 
clay material. Of these 1980, 58 were not used in the 
machine learning interpretation due to data quality issues, 
mainly because they occurred below sudden drops like 
those at Fig. 4C. Of these remaining 1922, roughly two 
thirds (1268) were non-brittle, one sixth (328) were 
brittle but not quick, and one sixth (326) were quick.  

Fig. 2: Illustration of the airborne electromagnetic induction principle 
where a primary electromagnetic pulse (white) interacts with a second-
ary response (yellow) that is governed by ground conditions. 
 



3. Method  

3.1. Bedrock topography  

The first step in mapping quick clay occurrence is to 
split the resistivity model into sediment and bedrock. We 
use an artificial neural network (ANN) that extracts 
bedrock topography from the geophysical model by 

using existing geotechnical soundings as training data. It 
is based on multi-layer perceptron regression and is 
implemented in the "scikit-learn" Python package [14]. 
We have extensively tested this method in this particular 
field site before and refer readers to those publications for 
more detailed results [9]. Using this bedrock surface, we 
then eliminate portion of the resistivity model below 
bedrock from consideration in later classification. A 
portion of this bedrock model is shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3: Three-dimensional view of some of the data and modeling outputs just west of the river Uåa, including vertical cross sections throug the 
AEM-derived resistivity model and the bedrock model (black and gray). Panel B also shows portions of the resistivity model in the foreground 
where the probability of brittle clay is very high. 



 

3.2. Quick and brittle clay occurrence 

3.2.1. Dataset considerations 

This dataset presents three main challenges for 
interpreting the occurrence of quick and brittle clays. 
First, as with most other sites there is an imperfect 
relationship between remolded shear strength of clay and 
resistivity (Fig. 5). This is likely because marine clays 
can have an elevated resistivity both because of leached 
salts or a mix with silt and sand [11].  

Second, the AEM-derived resistivity model has 
several weaknesses. The model layers range between 1.0 
and 8.7 m thickness in the upper 40 m of the model. 
These resistivity values represent an estimate of 
volumetric average resistivity of these large blocks, a 
much coarser spatial resolution than the lab 

measurements (10 cm slugs) and geotechnical drillings 
(recorded at 2.5 cm intervals). The model smooths out 
sharp changes in resistivity, causing distortions near 
boundaries between material types, especially at the 
sediment-bedrock interface. This explains why some lab 
samples have a corresponding resistivity of over 1000 
Ωm (Fig. 5) even though quick and brittle material 
normally has resistivities of between 8 and 100 Ωm in 
Norway [15,16]. Plotting the vertical resistivity gradient 
reveals how smoothing causes some of these distortions 
(Fig.  6A and B).  

Lastly, the datasets sample very different ranges. Lab 
samples were taken almost exclusively in clay (>99%). 
The AEM survey in contrast samples a large volume 
containing multiple sediment types. Hence the range of 
resistivities covered by the lab samples (Fig.  6A) does 
not span the range of values seen in the full resistivity 
model (Fig. 6C). Therefore the drillings, which sampled 
sediment types other than clay, are the better traning data 
set with respect to extracting quick clay information from 
AEM models despite being less direct than lab samples. 

3.2.2. Classifier setup 

We use a two step process to compute the probability 
of quick clay occurrence throughout the surveyed area. 
First, we classify the geotechnical drilling data using co-
located lab samples as training data. Second, we use that 
interpretation of the drillings as input training data to 
classify the AEM-based resistivity model.  

For the geotechnical drilling classifier, we test two 
different versions of the interpreter. The first "General" 
classifier focuses on using the general physics of the 
problem in such a way that it may be adaptable to other 
sites. It uses three attributes: 

• Feed force (N),  
• Vertical gradient (slope) of the feed force 

(N/m), and  
• Depth-normalized feed-force (N/m).  

Fig. 4: Example rotary pressure sounding data showing some typical 
features of the data: A) small, temporary dips in feed force when new 
drill stems are added; B) feed force between rods stems shows small 
scale trends ( often increasing in this case) that differ from larger scale 
trends (often flat); C) a sudden drop in feed force after which feed 
force does not return to normal again. 
 

Fig. 5: Scatter plot of resistivity extracted from the AEM-derived re-
sistivity model and remolded shear strength as measured in a labora-
tory.  
 



A second classifier, refered to herein as the 
"Coordinates" classifier,  uses more site-specific 
information by including four additional attributes:  

• X-coordinate (Easting),  
• Y-coordinate (Northing), 
•  Z coordinate (elevation), and  
• Depth.  

Depth is not used directly in the "General" classifier 
for this classifier because at this specific site, a large 
portion of brittle and quick material is 20-40 m depth at 
this field site, leading to an underestimation of quick clay 
at many locations where it is more shallow. Using depth-
normalized feed-force is still needed in order to detect 
phenomena like a dry crust, where quick clay is highly 
unlikely to occur in the uppermost meters. Rather than 
raw values, the averages over a window of several meters 
are used. This is to account for noise from, among other 
things, the sudden loss of feed force every 2 m when a 
new drill stem segment is added.  

The resistivity model classifier uses eight attributes:  
• Resistivity  and vertical derivatives 
• X-coordinate (Easting),  
• Y-coordinate (Northing), 
• Z coordinate (elevation), and  

• Depth.  
• Elevation of surface topography 

While "quick" and "brittle" can be considered separate 
classes in some applications, geotechnical engineers in 
Norway will often prioritize either material type for 
further investigation. Hence, we group these into a single 
"brittle" class throughout the rest of this paper. The 
geotechnical drillings classification thus becomes a two-
class "brittle/non-brittle" problem. In case of the 
resistivity classification, some inputs have an unknown 
class, so the problem becomes a three-class "brittle/non-
brittle/ambiguous" problem.  

We experiment with several classifiers, including 
random forest, artificial neural networks, support vector 
classifiers, and Gaussian processes. We settled on 
random forest classifiers as our preferred method since of 
all the methods tested in this study,  it generally yielded 
the best results. In addition to outputing most likely class, 
this classifier estimates the probability for each class. 
This is based on fraction of "trees" within the random 
forest have output have a certain label 

Fig. 7: Performance metrics of the geotechnical sounding classifiers. Values shown are the median value of the 50 trials performed 
for each number of training data tested. 

Fig.  6: Scatter plots showing the spread of resistivity and resistivity gradient values in the three datasets. 



 

3.2.3. Evaluation procedure 

We evaluate the performance of our classifiers by 
cross-validation. For each classification problem, we 
gradually increase the number of training data used. This 
is meant to simulate a workflow in a real project where 
new data gradually becomes available over the lifetime 
of a project. For the sounding classification, we use 50 
different sizes of training data, ranging from 11 to 1786 
of the 1922 lab sample measurements. For each test size, 
we input 50 random subsets of training data, running a 
total of 2500 trials. For the resistivity model 
classification, we use 40 different test sizes of trainig 
data, ranging from 5 to 720 of the 762 boreholes 
available, and 50 random subsets, leading to 2000 total 
trials.  

Performance is gauged using three different metrics: 
recall, precision, and F1-Score. Recall measures what 
fraction of cases of a given class c were correctly 
identified by the classifier:  
 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙! =

"#$%&'()*)+%(!
"#$%&'()*)+%(!,-./(%	1%2.*)+%(!

	 (1)		

	 = "#$%&'()*)+%(!
"'*./"#$%!

	 (2)	
Conversely, precision measures what fraction of 

predictions of a given class c by a classifier were indeed 
correct:  

 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛! =
"#$%&'()*)+%(!

"#$%&'()*)+%(!,-./(%	&'()*)+%(!
	  (3) 

 = "#$%&'()*)+%(!
"'*./&#%3)!*)'4(!

 (4) 

The F1-Score is the harmonic average of the two and 
represents a trade-off between the two 
 𝐹1! = 2 ∗ 5#%!)()'4!∗#%!.//!

5#%!)()'4!,#%!.//!
 (5) 

 
All three metrics have range of 0 to 1 with higher values 
indicating better performance. 

4. Results  

4.1. Geotechnical drilling interpretation 

While the evaluation procedure reveals adequate 
performance, though there is a major imbalance between 
the performance metrics between brittle and non-brittle 
classes (Fig. 7). At low amounts of training data, all three 
metrics range between 0.5 and 0.7 for brittle material. 
These show great improvement with increased number of 
training data. In contrast, non-brittle performance metrics 
range between 0.8 and 0.95 at the start, showing only 
minor improvement with increased training data. This is 
unsurprising given that the non-brittle class is the 
majority class, outnumbering the brittle class by a ratio 
of 2 to 1. The relationship between recall and precision 
also differs between the two classes. While the low recall 
score for brittle material indicates that more instances of 
brittle material are missed, the higher precision indicates 
that when brittle material is predicted,  prediction is 
correct.  

Fig. 8: Example output of the General geotechnical sounding classifier where 76% of input lab samples (i.e. 1456 out of 1922) were used as 
training data.  
 



The difference between the General classifier and 
Coordinates classifier evolves as the number of traning 
data increases. At low numbers of training data, there is 
little difference between the two classifiers, indicating 
that the extra geographical attributes add little 
information to the problem. However, as the number of 
training data grows, the performance of the Coordinates 
classifier improves relative to the General classifier, 
especially for the brittle class.  

Inspecting some of the individual outputs manually 
reveals some of the areas of weakness of this method. The 
most prevalent issue are predictions at transition zones 
between brittle and non-brittle material, such as that at 11 
m depth in Fig. 8. While the classifier still correctly 
identifies the large body of quick clay that is over 15 m 
thick, it appears that using window statistics rather than 

raw values of the input attributes reduces the resolution 
of the output. Similarly, in some locations, the general 
trend of the feed force over the order of 5-10 m differs 
from the trend on 2m segments between each stoppage 
for a new drill stem (Fig. 4B).  

Despite some of these weaknesses, the probability 
estimates attached to each prediction do give an accurate 
estimate of the reliability of predictions (Fig.  9). Where 
the probability of brittle material is estimated at over 70% 
the prediction is almost always correct. Similarly, when 
the probability of brittle material is below 30%, the 
material is almost always non-brittle.  

The final classifications of the geotechnical drillings 
were assigned according to the schema in Table 1 based 
on the probability scores. It shows that nearly three-
quarters of the soundings can be interpreted with a high 
degree of confidence. As with the lab sample data, the 

majority of borehole data are classified as non-brittle 
material (Fig.  10). Brittle material still occupies a rather 
high proportion (roughly one quarter of the dataset), but 
this is not surprising given that most drillings were set up 
with the intent of investigating quick clay occurrence.  

For the resistivity model classification, the "leaning" 

and "probable" labels are merged into a single class 
(“ambiguous”) such that three classes remain in the new 
training dataset: "brittle/non-brittle/ambiguous" 

4.2. Resistivity model interpretation 

Similar to the geotechnical sounding interpretation 
(Fig. 7), increasing number of training data has much 
more effect on the performance of classifying "brittle" 
material than "non-brittle" material from the resistivity 
model (Fig.  11). In contrast, the differences in 
performance between "brittle" and "non-brittle" 
classification are much larger than in the previous 
classification problem. The median F1 Score of the brittle 
material does not exceed 0.5 until approximately 20 
boreholes have been included as training points. In 
general, there is a wide spread of values for all metrics 
over the 50 random sets for each number of training 
points (indicated with the error bars in Fig.  11), 
especially for lower numbers of training data. 
Additionally, the ambiguous class mostly disappears, 
indicating that the attributes used in classification contain 
little information about this class.  

Despite a weak aggregate performance, other aspects 
of the results show some utility of this method. The 
probability estimates for each class still tells a similar 
story as in the geotechnical drilling classification 
problem (Fig.  12). While the peak between 0.8 and 1 is 
not as distinct in this case in the earlier problem (Fig.  9), 
very high probability values (0.8 to 1) and very low 
values (0.0 to 0.3) still indicate that the resultant 
classification can be trusted, even at low numbers of 
boreholes used as training data (Fig.  12C and D). 
Similarly, the output grid does show the hotspots where 
further investigation is warranted, even if the precise 
geometry of the unit of senstive clay is not accurately 
predicted. Fig. 3B shows one such example where higher 
resistivities of between 10 and 100 Ωm occur in the upper 
part of a very thick clay deposit in which the classifier 
correctly identifies as a unit of brittle clay. 

Fig.  10: Proportion of the different classes found in the training data 
used for the resistivity model interpretation. 
 

Fig.  9: Distribution of probability estimates when 76% (i.e. 1456 out 
of 1922) of input data is used as training, seperated based on the true 
class. 

Table 1: Intervals used to classify the output from the 
geotechnical sounding interpretation. 

 Pbrittle Range Interpretation 
Pbrittle <0.3 Non-brittle, probable 

0.3≤Pbrittle <0.4 Non-brittle, leaning 
0.4≤Pbrittle <0.6 Ambiguous 
0.6≤Pbrittle <0.7 Brittle, leaning 

0.7≤Pbrittle Brittle, probable 



 

5. Discussion 

While these results show that, at the aggregate level, 
there are weaknesses in this method, we see two major 
strengths. First, the probability estimates allows one, 
even in an early project phase, to eliminate zones where 
brittle clay is unlikely, to confirm where it is very likely, 
and to indicate where there is a high degree of 
uncertainty. These are all helpful insight in planning 
follow-up site investigation. Second, this method's 
performance increases markedly with new training data. 
Being an automated method, these interpretations can be 
easily and quickly updated over a project's lifetime.  

In addition, it is important to note that the evaluation 
procedure underestimates the potential utility of the 
method. The large error bars in Fig.  11 suggest that some 
sets of training data are better than others. These sets 
were randomly chosen in this case, but in a real world 
project, one would be more strategic by acquiring new 
data where there is the greatest need for it. Further work 
is needed to understand what an optimal strategy for 
selecting new locations might be.  

Based on our results, we forsee the following potential 
workflow for assessing brittle clay occurrence in a real-
world project: 

1. The General classifier is used on early 
geotechnical drillings to interpret soil type, 
with the output quality controlled by an 
expert  

2. Those interpretations act as training data for 
the resistivity model classifier 

3. Areas of probable brittle material and of 
higher uncertainty are prioritized for follow-
up drilling and soil sampling 

4. The geotechnical drilling classification 
gradually switches to the Coordinates 
classifier as more lab data becomes available 

5. Interpretation of the resistivity model is 
continuously updated as new borehole and 
lab become available 

However, there are still some unanswered questions 
regarding the performance of our method. For one, while 
the classifiers used do make errors, the more important 
question to ask is whether the output is an improvement 
over manual interpretations by an expert. Interpreting 
several hundred geotechnical soundings manually is a 
time-consuming process but is an important baseline. 
Second, though we expect that the General geotechnical 
sounding classifier would perform just as well at other 
sites, this should be confirmed by testing it at other sites.  

In addition to these new evaluation procedures, we see 
a number of methodogical improvements to consider. In 
the case of the geotechnical sounding interpretation, 
better pre-processing is warranted to minimize the effect 
of drill stem changes and large, sudden losses in feed 
force. Second, rather than using statistics over a single 
window length, using a convoluted neural network may 
help with improving the detection of material boundaries. 
Lastly, more non-clay training points should be added. 
As the AEM data covers regions that are not only clay, 
this addition would allow for an increase in the general 
utility of this method. 

In the case of the resistivity model classification, a 
generalized classifier that only uses geophysical 
attributes should be considered. While we hypothesize 
that the overall accuracy would be poorer than that our 
existing, site-specific one that uses spatial coordinates, it 

Fig.  11: Performance metrics of the resistivity model classifiers. Values shown are the median value of the 50 trials performed for each number of 
training data tested. Error bars indicate the standard deviation. 

Fig.  12: Distribution of probability estimates, seperated based 
on the true class. 
 



may be useful to have a "first-pass" interpretation 
available right after an AEM-survey is performed but 
before geotechnical drillings are available. Fig.  6A and 
B as well as work by Long et al. [11] all suggest that 
sediments below 5 Ωm are non-brittle, meaning that it is 
likely possible to identify zones of safe material even 
with coarse AEM data.  

Lastly, the training step in both classification 
problems must be adjusted to account for the imbalanced 
data set. In both cases, the brittle class was the minority 
class, meaning that the training process weighs the non-
brittle class more. This can be problematic depending on 
the aims of a particular site investigation. It may be less 
problematic to misclassify non-brittle material as brittle 
and spend extra resources to investigate it than to 
misclassify a potential hazardous deposit of brittle 
material as non-brittle and not follow-up with additional 
measurements. This could be addressed by trying to 
make the training dataset more balanced by oversampling 
the underrepresented class, removing data points from 
the overrepresented class, or by more sophisticated 
technices like SMOTE [17]. Alternatively, one might 
target the classifier training process itself. For example, 
one could define a cost-benefit matrix to weigh certain 
misclassifications more heavily than others and to 
compute a new performance metric: the average utility 
score [18,19]. This metric may be a more appropriate 
optimization target than a simple data misfit.  
 

6. Conclusion 

In summary, we have demonstrated the utility of using 
machine learning, airborne geophysical data, and limited 
intrusive geotechnical data to conduct efficient, large-
scale geotechncial soil investigations. Our evaulations 
show that though our models' predictions are imperfect, 
the uncertainty attached to them have great utility in 
large, multi-phase soil investigations. Knowing whether 
sensitive clay can be ruled out, confirmed, or deemed 
uncertain can help guide planning for later phases, 
helping reduce over risk, time, and cost for a project. Our 
automated method can be rapidly reused to reinterpret 
new data, further cutting down on time needed for 
manual interpretation.  

There remain questions about performance compared 
to human interpretation and about performance in other 
sites. We also identify areas for methodological 
improvements, including better improving data pre-
processing and compensating for imbalanced input data. 
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